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Abstract
With the prevalence of Social Networking Services (SNS), real-world consumption behaviors are influenced from reality to 
social networks. In order to utilize the information from social network, we need a concept space that can alter with application 
domain. In the presence of new vocabulary and continuously growing, and automatic ontology construction has been an 
important issue. There are previous studies concerning free-format ontology construction, enriching given ontologies from web 
or corpus sources, and construction of ontology from semi-structural corpora; among these studies, semi-structural corpora have 
been prevailing studies. In this thesis, we developed an adaptive framework for cross corpora on social collaborative editing, and 
we focus on semi-structural text mining in particular. The framework involves detection of named entity in a document, filtering 
of named entity, disambiguation detection, named entity expansion and ranking of the related named entity. We describe how this 
framework in detail and proposed method for each stage, and the metrics in the previous studies and the one we used for 
evaluation. We then discuss the evolution and quality of concept space. Our proposed framework made real-world corpora 
computationally possible, and a dynamic concept space is generated from this framework. It could deal with more diverse 
domains and languages, and for pragmatic real-world applications, our method shows better flexibility than previous studies. The 
research result can avoid the costly mistake of designing various mechanism and provide user adoption analysis and digital 
marketing strategy via online/offline in adopting this kind of innovation service.
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1. Introduction
With the prevalence of Social Networking Services (SNS), customers have been used to interact and connect with 
their relatives, friends and colleagues via all kinds of social networks platforms, even to seek making new friends 
with similar interests. Therefore, nowadays the social activities from real have been transferred into virtual 
networking platforms, and thus have impacted the real-world consuming behaviors.
In engineering ontology theory, a concept space is an automatically generated index similar to a human generated 
thesaurus, but it is based on document term co-occurrence analysis[1], it is a d-dimensional real number space Rd 
that encodes some cognitive classification system such as ontology. Each dimension represents a concept class in the 
system, and each dimension contains a number of physical features.[2] It is taken for granted that to merely use 
keywords as physical features is not feasible for building ontology for knowledge management system. There are
polysemies, synonyms and near-synonyms. Recent studies gradually extend physical features into semantic 
elements. To achieve semantic understanding, there are some related studies based on keyword co-occurrences, and 
the users’ input will not only focus on term similarity, but also focuses on concept similarity, and thus constructs the 
concept spaces. To construct a concept space is to construct a keyword that is semantically relevant with other 
keyword
2. Literature review
2.1. Linked grammar, WordNet and Ontology
Link grammar is an English grammar parser system that was proposed by researchers at the School of Computer 
Science of Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). Link grammar is a scheme for describing natural language. Sleator 
(1995)[3], proposed Link grammar defines a set of words, which are the terminals of grammar, and each has some 
linking requirements.  The linking requirements of each word are gathered in a dictionary. The linkage can be 
perceived as a graph, and the words can be treated as vertices, which are connected by labeled arcs. Thus, the graph 
is connected and planar. The labeled arcs that connect the words to other words on either their left or right sides are 
links. A set of links that proves that a sequence of words is in the language of a link grammar is called a linkage.  
WordNet originated from Cognitive Science Laboratory in Princeton University. (Miller 2003)[4] It is a 
vocabulary reference system designed by researchers who inspired by psychology theory. WordNet processed the 
first level classification according to part of speech (POS). Driven by different word meanings and expressions, it 
forms several Synset. Each Synset symbolizes one vocabulary and takes down other words and expression with the 
same meaning. 
According to the definition of Wikipedia, Ontology is a data model that represents a domain and is used to reason 
about the objects in that domain and the relations between them.Ontology is very important in various fields, such as 
knowledge engineering, natural language processing, intelligent information integration, and knowledge 
management. Ontology provides a shared, common representation of a domain that can be communicated between 
heterogeneous and widespread application systems. Ontology has been developed in AI to facilitate knowledge 
sharing and reuse. Ontology provides an explicit conceptualization that describes the semantics of data.
2.2. Concept space
As for building ontologies with concept space, if we want to apply concept space as a semantic network into real-
world cases, there are problems to be solved: first, in real-world languages are not always monolingual; bilingual or 
multilingual concept space are frequently used, which means to build a cross-lingual concept space, and previous 
studies (Chau, Yeh and Smith, 2005)[5] showed that there are still room for improvement. Second, from a macro 
view, the applications of concept space are much of diversity; as a result, it might require cross-domain knowledge. 
For example, it might be applied for e-commerce, where user can combine products of the same genre into concept, 
finding trends for purchase, sales and stock, or it could be used for tracking the topic transition in timelines of news 
events. Chen et al. (2003)[6] proposed a cross-domain medical document retrieval system, and the study revealed 
the bottleneck of analyzing two or more domains that are not loosely associated. Third, from a micro view, a 
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concept space should be of different semantic distance, even in the same class, each semantic distance between two 
concepts should be of different values; fourth, a concept space evolves as time shifts, it should update and grows 
with time. Previous study (Sheth, Thomas and Mehra, 2010)[7] proposed a dynamic model to deal with real-time 
data, but the domain is still limited. From the problems mentioned above, it can be inferred that the major problem 
lies in a dynamic model, which can extract data from different sources to construct concept spaces, and in a real-
world data source with features of multilingual languages, cross-domain, different semantic distances and time 
evolving. To acquire such data resource, it should have been a difficult task; however, with social networks and 
social software rise, and collective intelligence service such as Wikipedia and social bookmarking, it provides use an 
opportunity to reach such standards; therefore, to address this problem, it is our research goal to propose a dynamic 
method that can deal with the data. For this, we proposed an adaptive framework that can automatically generate a 
dynamic concept space from corpora, and we discuss such framework in a few perspectives in the following section. 
First, we will illustrate previous works building ontologies, dictionaries, or semantic networks in a corpus-based 
approach with different formats. Second, we give a formal expression of problem statement and elaborate each of 
the steps we proposed in the framework; third, we discuss the evaluation methods and how we measure the 
experiments.
3. Constructing concept space
3.1. Problem statement
Given a concept space with a DAG (directed acyclic graph), a node in the concept space is either a concept node 
(e.g., company), or an instance node (e.g., Microsoft). A concept contains a set of instances and possibly a set of 
subordinate concepts. An edge (u, v) connecting two nodes u and v means that u is a superordinate concept of v. 
Differentiating concept nodes from instance nodes is natural in our concept space: Nodes without out-edges are 
instances, while other nodes are concepts. Our task of creating a graph out of a corpus C is to first find all the 
meaningful u and v, and then extend the number of node v from a corpus E. Our proposed method process begins 
with anchor detection of possible concepts in the corpora; with anchor filtering and disambiguation, further 
candidate are thus selected; to consider the multilingual and concept weightiness, we proceed to expand and rank the 
candidates to consolidate and distinguish the concepts. The detail process is as follows.
3.2. Anchor detection
The aim of this section is suggesting good links in Chinese documents to English ones. In this thesis, we design 
our system with many components, and the first issue is to do the anchor detection. Firstly, we use the document 
collection of NTCIR-10, as our training set. And next we would do some pre-processing for these raw data for we 
XVLQJ&5) IRUPDUNLQJ WKH ULJKW DQFKRU$IWHU WKDW GDWD WUDQVIRUPHU WR WKH ULJKW IRUPDWZH XVH D VSHFL¿F&5)
training pattern to train the data. Up to now, we have a CRF model for marking the good anchors in Chinese 
documents. 
In this stage, we keep anchor information from raw data, which is tagging by Wikipedia editors, for answer 
column of CRF training. In our proposed method, CRF input data contains three columns: word, part-of-speech and 
answer. The word column comes from previous processed sentences, and column of part-of-speech is using PosTag 
tool such as CKIP2 , LTP3, ICTCLAS4. The start of anchor marks with B(Begin), the inter of anchor marks with 
I(Inter) ,the end of anchor marks with E(End) and others marks with O(Other). For this time, the proposed workflow 
is trying to build a CRF language model to produces well anchors in non-edited articles. In terms of CRF template, 
we used (x) as the training template in order to diagnose the location of anchor depending on the contextual clues.
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3.3. Anchor filtering and disambiguation
The next stage is to filter the anchors and do the WSD (word sense disambiguation). For anchor filtering, we 
prepare a stop-word list for erasing terms of feature words, and then we use a long-word-first algorithm apply on 
term list of a given Wikipedia; as for disambiguation, we compare the named entities of any two articles and apply a 
SimilarityScore algorithm.
3.4. Expansion and ranking
We then focus on the step of the article recommendation process: identifying a set of terms likely to be essential 
to a given article. These term candidates are then returned as the output of the system. The returned term list can be 
examined by human users directly, or passed on to article recommendation systems for article retrieval (in terms of 
the extracted terms). Thus, it is crucial that term should be presented in the candidate list, and that the list should not 
be too large to overwhelm users or the subsequent (typically computationally expensive) article recommendation 
systems. Therefore, our goal is to return reasonable-sized set of term candidates that, at the same time, must contain 
essential terms in the article.
For this, a training stage is required. We generate two sets of article and word information. The input to these 
stages is a set of articles and their domain topics. The output is a set of pairs of article ID and word in the article, 
e.g., (ARTe=1, we=“prosthesis”) in language e or (ARTc=1, wc=“㗙㛒ā) in language c, and a set of pairs of article 
topic and word in the article, e.g., (tpe=Ādisabilityā, we=Āprosthesisā) in e and (tpe=Ādisabilityā, wc=Ā㗙㛒
ā) in c. Note that the topic information is shared between the involved languages, and that we confine the 
calculation of such word statistics in their specific language to respect language diversities and the language-specific 
word statistics will later interact in PageRank at run-time.
The third stage estimates keyword preferences for words across articles and domain topics using aforementioned 
(ART,w) and (tp,w) sets. In our research, two popular estimation strategies in Information Retrieval are explored. 
They are as follows.
tfidf. tfidf(w)=freq(ART,w)/appr(ART’,w) where term frequency in an article is divided by its appearance in the 
article collection to distinguish important words from common words.
ent.entropy(w)= -tp’ Pr(tp’|w)×log(Pr(tp’|w))
where a word’s uncertainty in topics is used to estimate its associations with domain topics. These strategies take 
global information (i.e., article collection) into account, and will be used as term preference models, bilingually.
They are stored for run-time reference. We then use the procedure in Fig. 1 to fuse the originally language-
independent word statistics to determine keyword list for a given article. In this procedure a machine translation 
technique (i.e., IBM word aligner) is exploited to glue statistics in the involved languages and make bilingually 
motivated random-walk algorithm (i.e., PageRank) possible.
In Steps (1) and (2) we construct PageRank word graphs for the article ARTe in language e and its counterpart 
ARTc in language c. They are built individually to respect language properties (such as subject-verb-object or 
subject-object- verb structure). 
Step (3) linearly combines word graphs EWe and EWc using Į. We use Į to balance language properties or 
statistics, and the process backs off to monolingual KEA if Į is one. In Step (4) for each word alignment (w ic, w je), 
we construct a link between the word nodes with the weight BiWeight. The inter-language link is to reinforce 
language similarities and respect language divergence while the weight aims to elevate the cross- language statistics 
interaction. Word alignments are derived using IBM models 1-5 (Och and Ney, 2003)[8]. The inter-language link is 
directed from w ic to w je, basically from language c to e based on the directional word-aligning entry (w ic, w je). The 
bridging is expected to help keyword extraction in language e with the statistics in language c. Although alternative 
approach can be used for bridging, our approach is intuitive, and most importantly in compliance with the 
directional spirit of PageRank.
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Fig. 1. Extracting keywords at run-time.
Step (6) sets KP of keyword preference model using topical preference scores learned from Section 3.2, while 
Step (7) initializes KN of PageRank scores or, in our case, word keyness scores. Then we distribute keyness scores 
until the number of iteration or the average score differences of two consecutive iterations reach their respective 
limits. In each iteration, a word’s keyness score is the linear combination of its keyword preference score and the 
sum of the propagation of its inbound words’ previous PageRank scores. For the word w je in ARTe, any edge (w ie, 
w je) in ARTe, and any edge (wkc, w je) in WA, its new PageRank score is computed as
4. Experiment setting
There will be two types of assessments: automatic assessment using the Wikipedia ground truth (existing cross-
lingual links); and manual assessment done by human assessors. For the latter, all submissions will be pooled and a 
GUI tool for efficient assessment will be used. In manual assessment, either the anchor candidate or the target link 
could be identified relevant (or non-relevant). Once the anchor candidate is assessed as non-relevant, all anchors and 
associated links inside this anchor will become non-relevant. After the assessment, the performance of cross-lingual 
link discovery system then will be evaluated using Precision, Recall and Mean Average Precision metrics. In this 
task, there are 10 teams of participants, as Table 4.5 shows. The preliminary results show that the official released 
are evaluated at two levels (file-to-file and anchor-to-file); and system performance is evaluated with metrics: Link 
Mean Average Precision (LMAP), R-Prec and Precision-at-N (P@N). In the F2F (file-to-file) evaluation, 
performance is measured based on the ideology of what other relevant articles can be recommend without needing 
specifying relevant anchors. In A2F (anchor-to-file) evaluation, the relevance of specified anchors must however be 
considered. Precision and recall are the two key underlying fractions of the three system evaluation metrics (LMAP, 
P@N, and R-Prec). They are computed for each topic separately, and have to be treated differently for the different 
evaluation level (F2F or A2F). Precision-at-N is the precision among the front of N anchors and R-Prec only 
considers the precision value return by the system. There are two kinds of judgments: Wikipedia ground-truth and 
manual assessment. We submitted three runs as follows:
Run 01 (III_C2E_A2F_01_PNM) : a run using all features described in this thesis.
Run 02 (III_C2E_A2F_02_PNM) : a run using all features described in this thesiswithout disambiguation.
Run 03 (III_C2E_A2F_03_PNM) : a run without us- ing CRF model and alternated by Maximum Matching 
algorithm.
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Table 1. CJK2E F2F evaluation with Wikipedia ground- truth: LMAP, R-PREC.
Run-ID LMAP R-Prec
III_C2E_A2F_01_PNM 0.072 0.172
III_C2E_A2F_02_PNM 0.071 0.133
III_C2E_A2F_03_PNM 0.032 0.091
Table 2.CJK2E F2F evaluation with manual assessment results: LMAP, R-PREC.
Run-ID LMAP R-Prec
III_C2E_A2F_01_PNM 0.011 0.061
III_C2E_A2F_02_PNM 0.027 0.090
III_C2E_A2F_03_PNM 0.009 0.037
Table 3.CJK2E F2F evaluation with manual assessment results: LMAP, R-PREC.
Run-ID LMAP R-Prec
III_C2E_A2F_01_PNM 0.011 0.061
III_C2E_A2F_02_PNM 0.027 0.090
III_C2E_A2F_03_PNM 0.009 0.037
The results from Table 1 to Table 3 showed the performance of our method, the methods have a middle level of 
performance. Looking back to the methods we proposed, there is a major problem, which impacted the performance; 
that is, the heuristic stop-word list method we adopted that omitted filtering procedure have caused the anchors we 
selected mixed with some common words such as “Father”, “English” and etc. These words are common in all 
categories of articles, and thus the correct candidates are put backwards; therefore, the result has no actual help in 
terms of comparing the similarity, which is one of reasons of the decline in accuracy After NTCIR-10, in order to 
improve this shortcoming, we turn to see the performance of the method we proposed in Chapter 3.3, to see how it 
helps with the performance. We collected approximately 1,500 English transcripts (3.8M word tokens and 63K word 
types) along with their Chinese counterparts (3.4M and 73K) from TED (www.ted.com) for our experiments. The 
GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005)[9] was used to lemmatize and part-of-speech tag the English transcripts 
while the CKIP segmenter (Ma and Chen, 2003)[10] segment the Chinese. 30 parallel articles were randomly chosen 
and manually annotated for keywords on the English side to examine the effectiveness of our proposed method in 
English keyword extraction with the help of Chinese. As we can see, monolingual PageRank (i.e., PR) and bilingual 
PageRank (Our Method), using global information tfidf, outperform tfidf. They relatively boost nDCG by 32% and P 
by 87%. The MRR scores also indicate their superiority: their top-two candidates are often keywords vs. the 2nd 
place candidates from tfidf. Encouragingly, Our Method+tfidf achieves better performance than the strong 
monolingual PR+tfidf across N’s. Specifically, it further improves nDCG relatively by 4.6% and MRR relatively by 
5.4%.
Overall, the topical keyword preferences, and the inter-language bridging and the bilingual score propagation in 
PageRank are simple yet effective. And respecting language statistics and properties helps keyword extraction.
5. Conclusion
To sum up, in this thesis, we proposed an adaptive framework that can construct concept space across different 
corpora via anchor detection, anchor filtering, disambiguation detection, expansion and ranking. We applied CRF 
model, similarity algorithm and PageRank algorithm to construct the proposed concept space. And our research goal 
is to propose a framework that can automatically generate concept space from corpora. In evaluation stage, we first 
introduced previous studies on evaluating constructing concept space, including expert rating and evaluation 
criterion for semantic mapping, and a stage-individual evaluation is used in this thesis. 
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In the evaluation stage, as for CRF model and similarity algorithm, we participated in NTCIR-10 CLLD, Link 
Mean Average Precision (LMAP), R-Prec and Precision-at-N (P@N) are used for evaluation in the F2F (file-to-file) 
and A2F (anchor-to-file) evaluation. In CJK2E F2F evaluation with Wikipedia ground- truth, we achieved 0.072 
LMAP, and 0.172 R-PREC; In CJK2E F2F evaluation with manual assessment results, we achieved 0.027 LMAP, 
and 0.090 R-PREC; In F2F evaluation with Wikipedia ground-truth: Precision-at-N (Chinese-to-English), we 
achieved 0.272 in Precision-at-5 and Precision-at-10. Regarding A2F evaluation, compared with other teams, the 
Interpolated Precision-Recall of our system has middle-level performance among all the participants. This 
competition showed that with only anchor detection, anchor filtering, and disambiguation detection, it is less 
feasible to build a valid concept space, and from the re-examination of NTCIR-10 CLLD, we found the importance 
of anchor expansion and ranking. In the second evaluation, metrics are nDCG, precision, and mean reciprocal rank. 
The result showed that monolingual PageRank (i.e., PR) and bilingual PageRank (Our Method), using global 
information tfidf, outperform traditional tfidf, our Method+tfidf achieves better performance than the strong 
monolingual PR+tfidf across N’s. 
From the results of the experiment, we showed that the framework could be adopted in evolving corpora from 
social collaborative editing in a simple yet effective way. We have developed an adaptive framework for
constructing concept space across different corpora; our contributions are: first, the framework we proposed made 
real-world corpora computationally possible; we can thus generate a dynamic concept space for pragmatic 
applications. Second, compared with previous studies, our framework can deal with more diverse domains and 
languages, not only multilingual but also cross domain issues, while previous work focus on either specific domains 
or languages; the relationship between terms are of qualities (descriptions) and quantities (mostly numbers), while 
previous studies merely emphasize quantities. Third, in terms of application, our framework can apply for real-world 
applications, such as sentiment analysis on product comments from e-commerce service, or chronicle topic analysis 
on news timeline, or document generation service for Wikipedia; the flexibility of this framework are better than 
prior methods that focus on one application
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